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• In Lesson 6D, arrays were introduced in the 
lesson on using the String “split” technique.

• In this lesson, those introductory concepts will 
be reviewed, and a more in-depth look at 
arrays will be provided.

• Also introduced will be a special loop, 
especially devised for array processing, called 
the for each loop.

Objectives



• Arrays are the first venture into the 
world of data structures that can 
manage multiple items of data.  

• There are numerous others (ArrayLists, 

LinkedLists, Trees, Maps, Hash Tables, etc.) but 
this is a good place to start.

What is an array?



• An array is a fixed size data structure that can 
hold multiple items of the same data type.

• There can be arrays of:

• integers

• doubles

• booleans

• Strings

• characters

• objects

• arrays (2 dimensional, 3 dimensional, etc.)

What is an array?



• As was introduced in Lesson 6D, an array 
is like a bus, able to carry many 
passengers, compared to a single-value 
variable as in a bicycle with only one 
rider.

• An array must contain data all of the 
same type, and requires special handling 
techniques using index values and loops.

What is an array?



Array of integers – initializing
• Let’s look at an array of integers.
• Below is a program that creates and gives beginning values to 

an array, a one-statement process called initializing an array.
• Note the data type (int), followed by empty square brackets 

([]), then the identifier (nums), the assignment operator (=), 
followed by several values inside braces, separated by 
commas.



Array of integers – initializing
• The compiler counts the number of data items inside the 

braces, creates just enough memory space for those items, 
and references the memory location with the identifier nums, 
an object reference variable.

• Once the memory space is created, it cannot change in 
size…it is locked in, fixed in size.

• Although its contents can be altered, it cannot shrink or grow 
in size.



Array of integers – processing
• To process the elements of the array, you must use index 

values to indicate which elements of the array you want to 
use, much like house numbers on a street.

• This process is called indexing.
• The output statements below individually and directly access 

each data item using index values, always integers.



Array of integers – processing
• This can also be done using a loop, as we discovered in Lesson 

6D, again demonstrated below.
• The for loop starts at zero, always the first index value of an 

array, and proceeds to length-1, always the last value in the 
array.

• It continues as long as the x value, which takes a single step 
after each output, is less than the length of the array.



For Each Loop
• A new loop structure, specifically for processing arrays, is 

shown below….it is called a for each loop, fairly new to the 
Java language.

• It is useful when all you need to do is retrieve the values for 
output or for other similar processing.

• It can also be used for other “collection-type” data structures in 
Java, like ArrayLists, LinkedLists, etc.



For Each Loop
• This process DOES NOT use indexing, but instead uses a 

special technique designed for quick and easy access.
• Let’s take a closer look…

• Again, this is not a typical four-part loop.
• It functions specifically like the loop previously shown: 

starts at the beginning of the array, traverses to the end 
one memory location at a time.



For Each Loop
• This is all it can do…forward from beginning to end, one step at a time.
• It cannot go in reverse order, two-steps at a time, or any other way.  
• It cannot change the values of the array since it does not use indexing.

• IT IS ONLY FOR FORWARD ACCESS, RETRIEVAL 
ONLY, FULL TRAVERSAL, ONE STEP AT A TIME!!!

• That’s it!



For Each Loop
• Here is how it works…

• The variable x is not a loop control variable, but instead a 
single memory variable that matches the type of data
contained in the array.  

• It is followed by a colon (:), then by the array identifier.
• IMPORTANT NOTE:  This variable can be any identifier you 

want.  It does not have to be x!



For Each Loop
• As the process proceeds through each element of the array, a 

COPY of each data element is placed into the variable x, which 
behaves like a formal parameter that receives data from an 
actual parameter.

• The variable x first receives the value 3, then the values 5, 2, 7, 
and 5.

• Again, x is NOT a loop control variable.



For Each Loop VS For Loop
• Let’s summarize the key differences between these two loop 

styles regarding array processing:
• The for each loop does not use indexing, the for loop does
• The for each loop always goes from start to finish, the for 

loop is more flexible
• The for each loop cannot go in reverse, the for loop can
• The for each loop can only go one step at a time, the for 

loop can take larger steps
• The for each loop cannot change array values, the for loop 

can
• The variable used in a for each loop is just a container that 

must match the data type of the array, not a loop control 
variable as in a for loop that must be an integer.



Array of doubles
• Here is an array of doubles, initialized in the same way as the 

previous example, and output the same three ways.
• Study it carefully.



Array of doubles
• Notice the for each loop, especially the data type designated for 

x…it is a double, which matches the type of data in the array.



Array of doubles
• In the normal for loop, x is still an integer, since it serves as a 

loop control variable.



Array of chars
• Here is an array of characters, also processed in the same way.
• Again,notice the for each loop variable…it is a char now.



Array of booleans
• An array of booleans is sometimes useful, and it is processed in 

the same way.



Array of booleans
• An array of booleans is sometimes useful, and it is processed in 

the same way.

flags

FYI…the word “flags” is often used with 
boolean values in computer science 

program design, with the idea that if the 
flag is in the up position, it means true, and 
down meaning false, an effective visual way 

of expressing true and false values.



Array of Strings
• Strings, as well as any objects (we’ll explore this aspect later on) also 

work in arrays, and again, the processing techniques are the 
same.



Constructing arrays the “new” way
• Arrays can be created using the reserved word new.  See the 

example below.
• The first part of the statement, int [] nums =, is identical to the 

first example we discussed.  The second part uses the new
command, followed by the data type and size needed inside 
square brackets…. new int [5];



Constructing arrays the “new” way
• When this process is used, clearly  no data has been provided, 

yet the compiler puts default values of zero into the memory 
slots.

• For integers, the default value is always zero.



Constructing arrays the “new” way
• Here you see arrays for all of the 

other data types using this “new” 
process of construction.  

• Notice carefully the default values 
given to each array:
• The double array gets 0.0
• The default boolean value is false.
• For a String, or for any object, it is 

always null, a special value in Java 
which literally means “nothing”.

• The char default value is a blank 
space.



Array data input processes
• Practically speaking, this “new” process is 

much more flexible for data input than 
creating a static array as shown in the opening 
examples of the lesson.

• Here are two classic and common scenarios:
1. Interactive keyboard input:  The program 

asks the user to designate a desired array 
size, creates an array using that input 
value, then sets up a loop to input that 
many values.



Array data input processes

2. Data file input with initial N: A data file 
has an initial value N, indicating N values to 
follow.  An array of size N is created, and 
then N values are loaded from the data file 
using a loop.

• Note:  In lesson 6D, the “split” process was used to 
construct a numeric value array from a data file.  You 
need to review that process, as it will be used in a few 
of the labs for this lesson.



Keyboard input process
Here is a simple example of the interactive keyboard input process.
Study it carefully!



Keyboard input process
• First is the keyboard Scanner object setup.  You learned this in 

Lesson 3A.
• Then follows the array construction, using the input value.



Keyboard input process
• A standard for loop is used to input each element.
• Finally, a for each loop outputs the elements.



“Initial N” data file format input process
• In this example, a data file is used to construct and load an array.
• The format of the data file is an initial N value indicating the 

number of elements to follow, which can be in horizontal or 
vertical alignment in the data file.



“Initial N” data file format input process
• Notice that all three data files shown below will work with this 

process…the initial value 4, followed by 4 values.



Array processing examples
• The next few slides contain examples of various array processing 

situations, from which you can learn various ways they can be 
used to manage multiple data items.
• Example #1 – Array of Strings, keyboard input
• Example #2 – Four parallel arrays, keyboard input
• Example #3 – Array of integers, file input
• Example #4 – Array of Strings, “split” process from file
• Example #5 – Array of Integers, “split” process from file
• Example #6 – Array of characters, toCharArray process



• In this example, keyboard input is used to enter student full 
names into an array, last name first, output them, sort them and 
output them.

Array example #1 – Student Names



• In this example, keyboard 
input is used to enter multiple 
student data items, including 
first names, last names, 
gender, and gpa.  Four arrays 
are needed, all of the same 
size.  

Array example #2 – Student Data



• These are called PARALLEL 
ARRAYS, since they all relate 
to the same data.  Arrays.sort
CANNOT be used this time, 
but later on this type of 
composite data can be sorted 
in an OOP environment.

Array example #2 – Student Data



• This example involves an 
“initial N” type data file, 
inputting several 
students along with their 
average in the class, 
with the final class 
average calculated using 
a method.

Array example #3 – Class Average



• This example involves an 
“initial N” type data file, 
inputting several 
students along with their 
average in the class, 
with the final class 
average calculated using 
a method.

Array example #3 – Class Average
Very interesting!  

Something new, I see.  
Passing an array as a 
parameter…hmmm.

See Lesson 8 on passing 
parameters to learn 

more about this 
technique.



• This example reviews the “split” process with an array of 
Strings.

Array example #4 – “split” review 1



• This example reviews the “split” process with an array of 
integers.

Array example #5 – “split” review 2



• This example uses a nifty String method that automatically 
takes a String and converts it to an array of characters..

Array example #6 – toCharArray



• In this lesson, you learned more 
about arrays of all different data 
types, how to input, access and 
process the data in various types 
and file forms.

• Now it is time to practice with 
several labs.

Lesson Summary



• MyArrays will be the name of this 
series of labs.  As you did before, 
create a separate folder and file 
called MyArrays and do your work 
there.

• First you will duplicate the five lab 
examples shown in this lesson.

Labs



• WAP to duplicate this example from earlier in the lesson, using 
keyboard input to enter student full names into an array, last 
name first, output them, sort them and output them again.  A 
sample output is shown below, and a partial solution is also 
shown.

Lab7A1 – Student Names



• WAP to use keyboard input to used to enter multiple student 
data items, including first names, last names, gender, and gpa.  
Four arrays are needed, all of the same size.  A sample output is 
shown and a partial solution.

• Note:  Later on, you will learn a better way than using parallel arrays to do 
this, using object oriented programming, or OOP.

Lab7A2 – Student Data



• This example involves an “initial N” type data file called 
“students.in”, inputting several students along with their 
average in the class, with the final class average calculated 
using a method.  A sample data file and resulting output is 
shown below.

Lab7A3 – Class Average



• Write a program that uses the “split” process with an array 
of Strings.  The data file, “fruits.in”, and resulting output, is 
shown below.

Lab7A4 – “split” review 1



• Write a program to use the split process to harvest an array 
of integers from a data file arranged in horizontal order, as 
shown below.  Process the array in three ways:
• Horizontal output separated by colons
• Write a method that receives the array of integers and 

returns the sum of all the values
• Write a method that calculates the “oddEven” 

summation of the array, treating all odd numbers as 
positive and all even numbers as negative.

A sample data file (“numbers.in”) and the resulting output 
is shown below.

Lab7A5 – “split” review 2



• WAP to input a string from an array and use the 
toCharArray process to create an array of characters.  
Process the array in three ways:
• Forwards order separated by dashes
• Reverse order separated by stars
• Alphabetical order separated by carets (^)

Lab7A6 – toCharArray



• WAP that enters exactly ten integers from a data file (“ints2.in”) into 
an array, followed by a value N into an integer variable.  Process the 
array in these ways:
• All values of the array in original order
• All values of the array in reverse order
• The value N
• The Nth element of the array
• All values of the array greater than N
• All values of the array less than or equal to N
• All values of the array greater than the Nth value
• The first N values in the array
• The remaining values of the array starting in position N
• The maximum and minimum value in the array.

Lab7A7  - Integer array of 10



• WAP that inputs into a double array N decimal values from an “initial N-style” 
data file (“nums.in”). Process the array in these ways, with all output 
formatted to one decimal place and one space separating multiple values on 
one line:

1. The original array in order.
2. The average of all of the array values (use a method to do this).
3. All of the elements of the array above the average value, in original order.
4. All of the elements of the array below the average value, in reverse order.
5. The array in descending sorted order.

Lab7A8  - Array of Doubles



• WAP that inputs into a String array several 
words from a data file (“words.in”), all on 
one line, each separated by a single space. 
Process the array in these ways, separated 
by metric lines as shown:

1. The original array in order, vertically 
aligned, right justified in column 20.

2. The array in reverse order, vertically 
aligned, indented 10 spaces.

3. Sorted order with EACH WORD 
output in all caps, aligned on the left 
margin.

Lab7A9  - Subjects



• Complete the 
documentation for 
all of the methods, 
and then run the 
JavaDoc utility.

JavaDoc



• You now know how to work with 
arrays to process multiple instances 
of data in various ways.

• Lesson 7B will explore the Arrays 
class, which contains the sort method 
you already know, along with several 
other handy methods in processing 
arrays. 

• Lesson 8 contains an in-depth 
discussion about passing parameters.

CONGRATULATIONS!



Thank you, and have fun!

To order supplementary materials for all the lessons in this 
package, such as lab solutions, quizzes, tests, and unit 

reviews, visit the O(N)CS Lessons website, or contact me at

John B. Owen
captainjbo@gmail.com

http://www.oncslessons.net/
mailto:captainjbo@gmail.com?subject=Order form for Owen Lessons Supplementary Materials

